ThinkSmart View is smarter technology that will completely change how your employees work from the moment they start using it. This revolutionary personal productivity assistant frees up the PC from administrative tasks so that employees can finally be fully productive and fully collaborative at the same time.

Built on the user-friendly Microsoft Teams platform, ThinkSmart View enables employees to remain productive on their PCs while this smart office device handles videoconferencing, content viewing, and more. From executive suites to remote offices to common areas, ThinkSmart View will transform how employees work alone and together by providing a device that works better, together with their PCs.
SMART STARTS HERE

ThinkSmart View is a smart office device that holds unlimited potential for helping employees work more efficiently from almost any location. From private and home offices to shared workspaces and common areas to privacy booths, employees will enjoy greater productivity and easier collaboration. It also enables fast, secure, and easy hotdesking.

SUPER PRODUCTIVITY

With features like the time-saving one-touch Microsoft Teams meeting start and other always-on efficiencies, ThinkSmart View helps your employees get more out of the work day. When paired with a PC, ThinkSmart View can be used for voice and video calls, content viewing, and more, freeing up the PC for notetaking or other work. IT professionals will stay more productive, too, with the personalized support that Lenovo’s Smart Office Professional Services* provides every step of the way.

GO TEAM

As a fully dedicated Microsoft Teams device that’s voice-ready out of the box, ThinkSmart View offers a friendly, familiar interface for collaboration between team members and richer, content-centric meetings through the Microsoft Teams IP Phone app. In private settings, employees will enjoy clear audio thanks to its powerful built-in mics and speakers. In public settings, Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Active Noise Cancellation Headphones* keep office neighbors more productive and less distracted by employees’ voice and video calls.

ALWAYS SECURE

With a built-in camera shutter, microphone mute button, and 4-digit access PIN, ThinkSmart View offers security and privacy whether in use or at rest.

*Optional

Smart Office Professional Services

Personalized, end-to-end support to help you make the most of your ThinkSmart View investment.
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**performance**

**PROCESSOR**
Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 624, Octa-Core A53 1.8 GHz, 14 nm

**OPERATING SYSTEM**
AOSP 8.1

**CAMERA**
5MP 720p wide angle with privacy shutter

**MEMORY**
4GB

**STORAGE**
8GB

**AC ADAPTER**
20V AC adapter

**AUDIO**
1.75" 10W full range speakers with 2x passive tweeters
2x 360-degree microphone array with mute button
Optional Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Active Noise Cancellation Headphones

**connectivity**

**WIFI**
WLAN 802.11 AC
2.4G/5G
MIMO
Bluetooth® 4.2

**design**

**DISPLAY**
8" HD (1280x800) IPS touchscreen

**DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)**
142.21 x 263.21 x 125–111.36 mm
5.60 x 10.36 x 4.92–4.38 in

**WEIGHT**
1kg/2.2lbs

**optional services**

Lenovo’s Smart Office Professional Services offer personalized, end-to-end support to help you make the most of your ThinkSmart technology investment.

**ASSESS**
Lenovo is here to help identify any issues that could sidetrack your deployment by providing a detailed assessment of potential red flags and a follow-up report.

**DEPLOY**
From virtual deployment installation to integration assistance, Lenovo ensures your ThinkSmart devices function optimally in your office environment.

**MAINTAIN**
Our easy-to-follow do’s and don’ts, remote check-ins, and assistance with ongoing security patches and updates take the stress out of updates and device changes.

**TRAIN**
Lenovo helps instruct all your audiences—IT and AV support teams, end users, and executives—on how to fully take advantage of your new technology.

**ONSITE**
Lenovo provides white glove treatment through a dedicated, on-site specialist who can complete physical set up, installation, configuration, and device troubleshooting.

**accessories**

**LENOVO THINKPAD X1 ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION HEADPHONES**
PN: 4XD0U47635
These lightweight and stylish headphones provide professional conferencing sound quality with ANC/ENC settings. Connect or charge via USB Type-C or Bluetooth® 5.0.
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